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Development of Resonant-Extraction Charge Breeder (RECB)
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In the RUNBA project,1) RI ions from ERIS2) are
accelerated in the storage ring (RUNBA) for nuclear re-
action experiments. For efficient acceleration, RI ions
should be a highly charged ion beam. Although an EBIT
type charge breeder (CB) is widely used to increase
the charge state, an efficiency of only 20% hase been
achieved do far because of finite spread in charge state
distribution.3) We developed a prototype of a resonant-
extraction charge breeder (RECB) to improve the effi-
ciency, the RECB can selectable extract only the desired
charge state ions.

In a RECB, a longitudinal electrostatic potential for
ion trapping is designed as a quadratic shape on an elec-
tron beam axis (Fig. 1). The longitudinal motion of
ions in the potential is a simple harmonic oscillation for
which the frequency depends on the mass-to-charge ra-
tio. Thus, the ion motion is excited by adding an os-
cillation to the electrostatic potential at the resonant
frequency. Then, ions of a selected charge state are ex-
tracted from the trapping regions, and the others are
left in the RECB. When we apply a time-dependent po-
tential Vtrap(z, t) = (a + b sin(ωt))z2 (z, ω, and a and
b represent the position, frequency of the potential os-
cillation, and constants, respectively), the ion motion is
described by Mathieu’s differential equation.

As shown in Fig. 1, RECB consists of an electron gun,
a solenoid coil, an electron beam collector, and 20 elec-
trodes that form the trapping potential Vtrap(z, t) using
a DC power supply and a function generator. In the
trapping region, the energy, current, and beam radius,
of the electron beam were −32 keV, 10 mA, and 0.06 mm,
respectively. Collection efficiency at the electron beam
collector was more than 99.5% when the solenoid mag-
netic field was 0.13 T. Extracted ions with an energy
of 10 keV/q from the RECB were separated by the an-
alyzing magnet, and then, they were detected with a
channeltron.

Fig. 1. The schematic diagram of the prototype RECB.
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Fig. 2. Spetrum of extracted 12C4+ ions.
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Fig. 3. Enhancement factors of extracted of 12C4+ ions.

We evaluate the performance of the potential oscilla-
tion by measuring the extracted residual gas ions (vac-
uum pressure = 5 × 10−6 Pa). Figure 2 shows an ex-
ample of a 12C4+ ion extraction where the depth of the
quadratic shape potential is 150 V and the function gen-
erator supplies a 1.0 Vpp sine wave for a short duration
of 0.5 ms with a repetition rate of 500 Hz. The red and
blue plots indicate the spectrum of the extracted 12C4+

ions from the RECB with and without the potential
oscillation (Non and Noff), respectively. We confirmed
that 12C4+ ions were extracted at their fundamental fre-
quency (90 kHz) and second order harmonic frequency
(180 kHz). The spread of the spectrum was attributed
to a distortion of the electrostatic potential produced by
the space charge of trapped ions. Figure 3 shows the en-
hancement factor estimated by the event rate for (Non −
Noff) divided by that for Noff at a frequency of 90 kHz.
The enhancements for the 12C4+ ions were 30, 42, and
9.0 times greater than those for the 12C+, 12C2+, and
H+

2 (same A/q of 12C6+) ions, respectively. In future
work, we will optimize the electrostatic potential form
to improve charge state selectivity for extraction.
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Development of a forward detector for the measurement of the mean
square radius of the neutron distribution of unstable nuclei by electron

scattering
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In nuclear physics, the nucleon density distribution is
an essential physical quantity because it directly reflects
the wave function of nucleons. Electron scattering pro-
vides detailed information of the nucleus’s charge den-
sity distribution, dominated by the proton distribution.
However, it is difficult to determine the neutron distri-
bution by electron scattering because its contribution to
the charge density distribution is less than a few percent.

It was recently suggested that the mean square ra-
dius (msr) of the neutron distribution could be accessed
by measuring the fourth–order moment of the charge
density distribution.1,2) The charge form factor deduced
from elastic electron scattering at the low momentum
transfer can be Taylor-expanded as F (q) ∼ 1−<r2>c

6 q2+
<r4>c

120 q4 − <r6>c

5040 q6 · · · , where F is the form factor, q is
the momentum transfer, and < rn >c is the nth-order
moments of the charge density distribution. Figure 1
shows the q2 dependence of the 132Xe form factor and
the contribution of each term of the above equation. The
msr of the neutron distribution measurement of unstable
nuclei by electron scattering will be obtained in a region
that covers the forward scattering angle (12–25◦ for the
electron beam energy Ee = 150 MeV). In the low momen-
tum transfer region (less than 0.09 fm−2 in the case of Xe
isotopes), the form factor is sensitive almost to only the
second- and fourth-order moments of the charge density
distribution.

The study of the msr of the neutron distribution of Xe

Fig. 1. q2 dependence of the 132Xe form factor obtained by
the past experiment.4) The black line shows the form fac-
tor for which all moments are calculated. The red and
blue lines show the form factor up to the second- and
fourth-order moment of the charge density distribution,
respectively.
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Fig. 2. Reconstructed vertex distribution of electron scatter-
ing events from the target region (blue line). The red line
shows the events where the scattered electrons have ki-
netic energies higher than 100 MeV. The events at −450
to −200 mm are from the material upstream of the target
region. The blue line shows events containing low energy.

isotopes (stable : 124–136Xe, unstable : 138, 140Xe) by elec-
tron scattering is under consideration at the SCRIT facil-
ity.3) A forward detector for measuring the fourth-order
moment of the charge density distribution is under dis-
cussion. A series of background studies were performed
using an alternative detector to investigate the number of
background events at the new setup for the measurement
in the low momentum transfer region. This is because it
may not be possible for the forward detector to distin-
guish between the elastic scattered electrons signals from
the target nuclei and the background signal if there are
more or similar amounts of background events than the
true one in the target region (length is 500 mm). The
background study was performed with a calorimeter ar-
ray of seven CsI crystals and two drift chambers, which
covered a scattering angle of 18 ± 1◦ from the center of
the SCRIT device and measured the scattered electrons
energy E′

e by summing energy deposits of CsIs.
Figure 2 shows the reconstructed vertex distribution

of electron scattering events from the target region. The
red line in Fig. 2 denotes those of E′

e > 100 MeV and is
identified as the elastic events. These events at −450 to
−200 mm are considered as the elastic scattering events
of the electron beam halo from the material upstream of
the target region. The forward detector cannot separate
these events from the vertex distribution of the target
nuclei. It needs to consider approaches to reduce back-
ground events, for example, by reducing the material
around the SCRIT device.
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